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In a complex and interconnected world, work and organisations are rapidly
changing. This book addresses key emerging issues by adopting an imaginative
and innovative approach. Its comprehensive coverage on work and organisations
aim to: provide understanding of the external forces and institutions that are
changing workplaces and organisations; examine how organisations are being
managed from within and how this reshapes the way individuals and groups
relate to each other, whether they be employers, employees, independent
professionals or contingent workers; and integrate these two perspectives to
show how both internal and external forces are interconnected and influence
each other. By combining theory and case studies, the book illuminates how
ideas and concepts can be applied to work and organisations in a variety of
contexts.
Exacerbated by the Great Recession, youth transitions to employment and
adulthood have become increasingly protracted, precarious, and differentiated
by gender, ethnicity, and socioeconomic status. Youth Labor in Transition
examines young people's integration into employment, alongside the decisions
and consequences of migrating to find work and later returning home. The
authors identify key policy challenges for the future related to NEETS,
overeducation, self-employment, and ethnic differences in outcomes. This
illustrates the need to encompass a wider understanding of youth employment
and job insecurity by including an analysis of economic production and how it
relates to social reproduction of labor if policy intervention is to be effective. The
mapping and extensive analysis in this book are the result of a 3«-year, European
Union-funded research project (Strategic Transitions for Youth Labour in Europe,
or STYLE; http://www.style-research.eu) coordinated by Jacqueline O'Reilly. With
an overall budget of just under 5 million euros and involving 25 research
partners; an international advisory network and local advisory boards of
employers, unions, and policymakers; and non-governmental organizations from
more than 20 European countries, STYLE is one of the largest European
Commission-funded research projects to exist on this topic. Consequently, this
book will appeal to an array of audiences, including academic and policy
researchers in sociology, political science, economics, management studies, and
more particular labor market and social policy; policy communities; and
bachelor's- and master's-level students in courses on European studies or any of
the aforementioned subject areas.
The idea that the people have a right to shape political decisions through
democratic means is widely accepted. The same cannot be said of the decisions
that impact on our everyday economic life in the workplace and beyond. Andrew
Cumbers shows why this is wrong, and why, in the context of the rising tide of
populism and the perceived crisis of liberal democracy, economic democracy's
time has come. Four decades of market deregulation, financialisation, economic
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crisis and austerity has meant a loss of economic control and security for the
majority of the world's population. The solution must involve allowing people to
'take back control' of their economic lives. Cumbers goes beyond older traditions
of economic democracy to develop an ambitious new framework that includes a
traditional concern with workplace rights and collective bargaining, but shifts the
focus to include consideration of individual economic rights and processes of
public engagement and deliberation beyond the workplace. This topical and
original book will be essential reading for anyone interested in radical solutions
for our economic and political crises.
This book examines how convicts played a key role in the development of
capitalism in Australia and how their active resistance shaped both workplace
relations and institutions. It highlights the contribution of convicts to worker
mobilization and political descent, forcing a rethink of Australia’s foundational
story. It is a book that will appeal to an international audience, as well as the
many hundreds of thousands of Australians who can trace descent from
convicts. It will enable the latter to make sense of the experience of their
ancestors, equipping them with the necessary tools to understand convict and
court records. It will also provide a valuable undergraduate and postgraduate
teaching tool and reference for those studying unfree labour and worker history,
social history, colonization and global migration in a digital age.
Nurses Beyond Human Resources
Unfree Workers
A Manual
Work and Industrial Relations in Perspective
The Tragedy of the Worker
Transnational Management and Globalised Workers
Contesting Inequality and Worker Mobilisation

This is a book on how and why workers come together. Almost coincident with its
inception, worker organisation is a central and enduring element of capitalism. In
the 19th and 20th centuries' mobilisation by workers played a substantial role in
reshaping critical elements of these societies in Europe, North America,
Australasia and elsewhere including the introduction of minimum labour
standards (living wage rates, maximum hours etc), workplace safety and
compensation laws and the rise of welfare state more generally. Notwithstanding
setbacks in recent decades, worker organisation represents a pivotal
countervailing force to moderate the excesses of capitalism and is likely to
become even more influential as the social consequences of rising global
inequality become more manifest. Indeed, instability and periodic shifts in the
respective influence of capital and labour are endemic to capitalism. As formal
institutions have declined in some countries or unions outlawed and severely
repressed in others, there has been growing recognition of informal strike activity
by workers and wider alliances between unions and community organisations in
others. While such developments are seen as new they aren't. Indeed,
understanding of worker organisation is often ahistorical and even those
understandings informed by historical research are, this book will argue, in need
of revision. This book provides a new perspective on and new insights into how
and why workers organise, and what shapes this organisation. The Origins of
Worker Mobilisation will be key reading for scholars, academics and policy
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makers the fields of industrial relations, HRM, labour economics, labour history
and related disciplines.
The Origins of Worker MobilisationAustralia 1788-1850Routledge Studies in
Employment and Work Relations in Context
During global capitalism's long ascent from 1600–1850, workers of all
kinds—slaves, indentured servants, convicts, domestic workers, soldiers, and
sailors—repeatedly ran away from their masters and bosses, with profound
effects. A Global History of Runaways, edited by Marcus Rediker, Titas
Chakraborty, and Matthias van Rossum, compares and connects runaways in the
British, Danish, Dutch, French, Mughal, Portuguese, and American empires.
Together these essays show how capitalism required vast numbers of mobile
workers who would build the foundations of a new economic order. At the same
time, these laborers challenged that order—from the undermining of Danish
colonization in the seventeenth century to the igniting of civil war in the United
States in the nineteenth.
This is a book on how and why workers come together. Almost coincident with its
inception, worker organisation is a central and enduring element of capitalism. In
the 19th and 20th centuries’ mobilisation by workers played a substantial role in
reshaping critical elements of these societies in Europe, North America,
Australasia and elsewhere including the introduction of minimum labour
standards (living wage rates, maximum hours etc), workplace safety and
compensation laws and the rise of welfare state more generally. Notwithstanding
setbacks in recent decades, worker organisation represents a pivotal
countervailing force to moderate the excesses of capitalism and is likely to
become even more influential as the social consequences of rising global
inequality become more manifest. Indeed, instability and periodic shifts in the
respective influence of capital and labour are endemic to capitalism. As formal
institutions have declined in some countries or unions outlawed and severely
repressed in others, there has been growing recognition of informal strike activity
by workers and wider alliances between unions and community organisations in
others. While such developments are seen as new they aren’t. Indeed,
understanding of worker organisation is often ahistorical and even those
understandings informed by historical research are, this book will argue, in need
of revision. This book provides a new perspective on and new insights into how
and why workers organise, and what shapes this organisation. The Origins of
Worker Mobilisation will be key reading for scholars, academics and policy
makers the fields of industrial relations, HRM, labour economics, labour history
and related disciplines.
Mobilisation, Collectivism and Long Waves
Global and Regional Statistics and the Extent of Legal Protection
Historical and Emerging Trends
Aesthetic Labour
Trade Unions in Spain
Middle Class: An Intellectual History through Social Sciences
Migrant Politics and Mobilisation

This accessible and exciting new text looks at the implications of aesthetic labour for
work and employment by contextualizing debates and offering a critical approach.
The origins of aesthetic labour are explored, as well as the relevant theories from
business and management, and sociology. Coverage includes key topics such as:
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corporate strategy; recruitment and selection practices; and discrimination. Key
features include: - a range of case studies from across different types of
organizations and popular culture - the exploration of topics such as branding,
'lookism', 'dressing for success' and cosmetic surgery - suggestions for further
reading.
This book provides a concise set of thirteen essays looking at various aspects of the
British left, movements of protest and the cumulative impact of the First World
War. There are three broad areas this work intends to make a contribution to; the
first is to help us further understand the role the Labour Party played in the
conflict, and its evolving attitudes towards the war; the second strand concerns the
notion of work, and particularly women’s work; the third strand deals with the
impact of theory and practice of forces located largely outside the United Kingdom.
Through these essays this book aims to provide a series of thirteen bite-size analyses
of key issues affecting the British left throughout the war, and to further our
understanding of it in this critical period of commemoration.
Bojcun analyses the efforts of Ukrainian, Jewish and Russian social democratic
movements to address the national question in Ukraine during Russia’s
industrialisation, the First World War, collapse of the autocracy and outbreak of
the 1917 Revolution.
A fascinating study that analyses comparative historical data relating to the interwar period in Australia, Canada, Germany, the UK and the US to consider the
debates surrounding worker participation in the workplace or worker voice. This
title was made Open Access by libraries from around the world through Knowledge
Unlatched.
Experience with Non-Union Representation
Renewing Workers Education
Two Logics of Trade Union Representation
From World War II to Non-Alignment
Employee Representation in the Workplace in Australia, Canada, Germany, the UK
and the US 1914-1939
Forces of Labor
Africa's Informal Workers
The book provides a collection of cutting-edge, multidisciplinary research-based chapters on work, workers and the
regulation and management of workplace health and safety.
Featuring research from Australia, Europe and North America, the
chapters traverse important historical examples and place
important, emerging contemporary trends, like work in the gig
economy, into wider international and historical perspectives.
The authors are leading authorities in their fields. The book
contributes to advancing our knowledge – empirical and
theoretical – of the ways in which labour market dynamics,
management strategies, state regulation and public policy, and
union organisation affect outcomes for workers. It features inPage 4/13
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depth exploration of, and reflection on, some of the major
labour market challenges facing workers, and analysis of
strengths and weaknesses of responses to those challenges,
whether via management, state regulation or collective employee
voice. The chapters highlight shifts in in/equality of outcomes;
access to security and flexibility at work; genuine access to
workplace voice and decision-making; and the implications of
different avenues and mechanisms for regulating work and
employment. The text is aimed at researchers, undergraduate and
postgraduate students in work and organisational studies,
industrial/employment relations and human resource management,
workplace (or occupational) health and safety, employment law,
and labour history. It will also be of particular interest to
policy makers and practitioners working in the field of
workplace health and safety.
This original book is a wide-ranging, radical and highly
innovative critique of the prevailing orthodoxies within
industrial relations and human resource management. It covers:
central problems in industrial relations the mobilization theory
of collective action the growth of non-union workplaces and the
prospects and desirability of a new labour-management social
partnership an historical account of worker collectivism,
organization and militancy and state or employer counter
mobilization a critique of postmodernism and accounts of the end
of the labour movement Containing a detailed examination of the
evolution of industrial relations, it argues that the area is
often under-theorized and influenced by the policy agenda of the
state or employers, and will prove informative reading for
students of industrial relations.
Matteo Battistini offers a critical deconstruction of the fetish
of the middle class. Social sciences strive to transform an
image of labour and capital as opposing forces into a consensual
order wherein capitalism and democracy could coexist without
tension.
This title was first published in 2003.This book explores many
of the major issues of concern to researchers studying trade
unionism. It offers: a definition, elaboration and
contextualisation of militancy (industrial, union and worker);
an examination of the relationship between workplace unionism
and the wider body of the union; a study of factionalism and
industrial and political consciousness: and an analysis of the
construction and mobilisation of conflict and cooperation
(social partnership). These themes are considered through
examining the relatively militant response of British postal
workers to increased commercialisation of their industry. By
comparing this response to that of postal workers in nine other
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major industrial countries, the study provides an explanation of
why UK postal workers have been relatively successful in
resisting new management techniques and privatisation through
militancy and oppositionalism. One aspect given particular
attention is the uneasy relationship within the postal workers'
union between shop floor militancy and the social partnership
approach followed by the union's leadership.
Towards the Proletarocene
A Radical Vision
Australia 1788-1850
Popular Mobilisation in the Long Depression
Collective Agency, Alliances and Transnational Organizing in
Urban Africa
Trade Unions and Arab Revolutions
Labour, British radicalism and the First World War
In the last decade, nonunion employee representation (NER) has become a much
discussed topic in the fields of human resource management, employment relations,
and employment/labor law. This book examines the purpose, structure, and
performance of various types of employee representation bodies created by companies
in non-union settings to promote collective forums for voice and involvement at the
workplace. This unique volume presents the first longitudinal evidence on the
performance, success, and failure of NER plans over an extended time period.
Consisting of twelve detailed, in-depth case studies of actual NER plans in operation
across four countries, this volume provides unparalleled evidence on such matters as:
the motives behind the initial establishment of NER, different organizational forms of
NER in industry, key success and failure factors over the long-term, pro and con
evaluations for employers and employees, and more. Voice and Involvement at Work
captures an unequalled international and comparative perspective through a wide crosssection of different NER forms.
Table of contents
The story of a shocking true crime details how four teenage Indiana girls, in a twisted
search for popularity and love, kidnapped, tortured, and murdered twelve-year-old
Shanda Sharer.
Africa's Informal Workers is a vigorous examination of the informalization and
casualization of work, which is changing livelihoods in Africa and beyond. Gathering
cases from nine countries and cities across sub-Saharan Africa, and from a range of
sectors, this volume goes beyond the usual focus on household ʻcoping strategiesʼ and
individual agency, addressing the growing number of collective organizations through
which informal workers make themselves visible and articulate their demands and
interests. The emerging picture is that of a highly diverse landscape of organized
actors, providing grounds for tension but also opportunities for alliance. The collection
examines attempts at organizing across the formal-informal work spheres, and explores
the novel trend of transnational organizing by informal workers. Part of the groundbreaking Africa Now series, Africaʼs Informal Workers is a timely exploration of deep,
ongoing economic, political and social transformations.
The Meaning of Militancy?
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Inside the Factory of the Future
An American Fetish from its Origins to Globalization
Actors and Institutions
Foucault, Governmentality, and Organization
Worker Voice
Exclusion, Engagements, Incorporation
Organizing Matters demonstrates the interplay between two distinct logics of
labour’s collective action: on the one hand, workers coming together, usually at
their place of work, entrusting the union to represent their interests and, on the
other hand, social bargaining in which the trade union constructs labour’s
interests from the top down. The book investigates the tensions and potential
complementarities between the two logics through the combination of a strong
theoretical framework and an extensive qualitative case study of trade union
organizing and recruitment in four countries – Austria, Germany, Israel and the
Netherlands. These countries still utilize social-wide bargaining but find it
necessary to draw and develop strategies transposed from Anglo-American
countries in response to continuously declining membership.
This book explores new forms of popular organisation that emerged from strikes
in India and Brazil between 2011 and 2014. Based on four case studies, the
author traces the alliances and relations that strikers developed during their
mobilisations with other popular actors such as students, indigenous peoples,
and people displaced by dam projects. The study locates the mass strikes in
Brazil’s construction industry and India’s automobile industry in a global
conjuncture of protest movements, and develops a new theory of strikes that can
take account of the manifold ways in which labour unrest is embedded in local
communities and regional networks. “Jörg Nowak has written an ambitious, wideranging and very important book. Based on extensive empirical research in Brazil
and India and a thorough analysis of the secondary literature, Nowak reveals that
numerous labour conflicts develop in the absence of trade unions, but with the
support of kinship networks, local communities, social movements and other
types of associations. This impressive work may well become a major building
block for a new interpretation of global workers’ struggles.” —Marcel van der
Linden, International Institute of Social History, The Netherlands “Nowak’s book
meticulously details the trajectory of strikes and its resultant new forms of
organisations in India and Brazil. The central focus of this analytically rich and
thought provoking book is to search for a new political alternative model of
organising workers. A very good deed indeed!” —Nandita Mondal, Tata Institute
of Social Sciences, India “Jörg Nowak analyses with critical sense forms of
popular organization that often remain invisible. It is an indispensable book for
all those who are looking for more effective analytical resources to better
understand the present situation and the future promises of the workers’
movements.” —Roberto Véras de Oliveira, Federal University of Paraíba, Brazil
“In this timely and important study, Nowak convincingly challenges the dominant
Eurocentric approach to labour conflict and calls for a new theory of strikes. He
stresses the need to engage in a wider perspective that includes social
reproduction, neighbourhood mobilisations, and the specific traditions of
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struggles in the Global South.” —Edward Webster, University of Witwatersrand,
South Africa
Contesting Inequality and Worker Mobilisation: Australia 1851-1880 provides a
new perspective on how and why workers organise, and what shapes that
organisation. The author's 2018 Origins of Worker Mobilisation examined the
beginning of worker organisation, arguing inequality at work, and regulatory
subordination of labour, drove worker resistance, initially by informal
organization that slowly transitioned to formal organisation. This new volume
analyses worker mobilisation in the period 1851-1880, drawing data from a
unique relational database recording every instance of organisation. It assesses
not only the types of organization formed, but also the issues and objectives
upon which mobilisation was founded. It examines the relationship between
formal and informal organisation, including their respective influences in
reshaping working conditions and the life-circumstances of working
communities. It relates the examination of worker mobilisation to both historical
and contemporary contexts and examines mobilisation by different categories of
labour. The book identifies important effects of mobilisation on economic
inequality, hours of work (including the eight-hour day and the beginnings of the
weekend) and the development of democracy. It will be of interest to researchers,
academics, and students in the fields of social mobilisation, social and economic
history, industrial relations, labour regulation, labour history, and employment
relations.
This book traces how abstract managerial ideas about maximizing production
flexibility and employee freedom were translated into concrete, day-to-day
practices at the Motorola plant in East Kilbride, UK. Using eyewitness accounts,
the book describes how employees dealt with the increased freedom Motorola
promoted amongst its employees, how employees adapted to managerial
changes, specifically the elimination of large-scale management, and where the
‘managerless’ system came under strain. This book will be of essential reading
for researchers, graduate students, and undergraduates interested in the areas of
management studies, human resource management, and organizational studies,
among others.
Organisation, Environment, Challenges
Ernst Jünger’s Philosophy of Technology
The Workers’ Movement and the National Question in Ukraine
1897-1918
Platform Capitalism
Workers' Movements and Globalization Since 1870
Organizing Matters

Skill Training for Social Workers: A Manual, responds to the demand for
indigenous textbooks and teaching materials for social work educators, scholars
and students. Unlike theory books of social work which list the skills required for
the practice of social work methods but do not enable the development of these
skills, this manual bridges the gap by providing concrete exercises for the
development of method-linked skills. Some of its main features are: - Includes
theoretical inputs, games and exercises
on the theme of understanding
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perception, self-awareness, sensitivity, communication and working with
individuals and groups. - Covers a variety of topics, role plays, songs, case
studies, street plays and exercises on self-awareness, self-development, SWOT
analyses, communication, goal setting, time management and stress
management. - Allows for flexibility to adapt modules to the local realities,
drawing from students’ field experiences and using indigenous agency case
records or material. This manual carries a continuous discourse on developing
interactive work ability in individuals, ensuring the holistic professional
development of the trainees. It helps them understand their values and capacities
as professionals and equips them for skilled intervention for working at different
levels, with a variety of client groups. It facilitates the inculcation of professional
and global competencies essential for social workers. It will also be useful to
trainers in other fields who seek to develop skills in working with people and their
problems.
There are 60 million health care workers globally and most of this workforce
consists of nurses, as they are key providers of primary health care. Historically,
the global nurse occupation has been predominately female and segregated
along gendered, racialised and classed hierarchies. In the last decade, new
actors have emerged in the management of health care human resources,
specifically from the corporate sector, which has created new interactions,
networks, and organisational practices. This book urgently calls for the
reconceptualisation in the theoretical framing of the globalised nurse occupation
from International Human Resource Management (IHRM) to Transnational
Human Resource Management (THRM). Specifically, the book draws on critical
human resource management literature and transnational feminist theories to
frame the strategies and practices used to manage nurses across geographical
sites of knowledge production and power, which centralise on how and by whom
nurses are managed. In its current managerial form, the author argues that the
nurses are constructed and produced as resources to be packaged for clients in
public and private organisations.
Presenting a wide-ranging and radical critique of the prevailing orthodoxies within
industrial relations and human-resource management, this book contains a
detailed examination of the evolution of industrial relations, arguing that the area
is often under-theorized and influenced by the policy agenda of the state or
employers. The topics covered include central problems in industrial relations,
the mobilization theory of collective action, the growth of non-union workplaces
and the prospects and desirability of a new labour-management social
partnership, and the history of worker collectivism. There is also discussion of
postmodernism, and accounts of the end of the labour movement.
This book provides thoughtful insights into the development in work,
organisations and employment relations in the last 50 years. In a semiautobiographical approach, the author reflects on important contributions by other
scholars, practitioners, and policy makers to work and employment relations. The
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book covers a variety of themes which have been the subject of research
undertaken by the author over his career and explores these themes over a
period of time with examples drawn from various countries. It also emphasises
that countries and regions cannot be understood in isolation from each other. The
author seeks to convey the importance of crossing disciplinary boundaries in the
social sciences in order to interpret changes in work, organisations and
employment relations. Drawing on the author’s rich experience and research, the
book is engaging and accessible to anyone who wishes to learn more about the
rapidly changing workplace and employment relations.
A Global History of Runaways
Heidegger and the Poetics of the Anthropocene
Mobilization, Collectivism, and Long Waves
Domestic Workers Across the World
Workers, Mobility, and Capitalism, 1600–1850
Voice and Involvement at Work
The Economic Struggle for Power in Tito’s Yugoslavia

Contesting Inequality and Worker Mobilisation: Australia 1851-1880 provides a
new perspective on how and why workers organise, and what shapes that
organisation. The author’s 2018 Origins of Worker Mobilisation examined the
beginning of worker organisation, arguing inequality at work, and regulatory
subordination of labour, drove worker resistance, initially by informal organization
that slowly transitioned to formal organisation. This new volume analyses worker
mobilisation in the period 1851-1880, drawing data from a unique relational
database recording every instance of organisation. It assesses not only the types of
organization formed, but also the issues and objectives upon which mobilisation
was founded. It examines the relationship between formal and informal
organisation, including their respective influences in reshaping working
conditions and the life-circumstances of working communities. It relates the
examination of worker mobilisation to both historical and contemporary contexts
and examines mobilisation by different categories of labour. The book identifies
important effects of mobilisation on economic inequality, hours of work (including
the eight-hour day and the beginnings of the weekend) and the development of
democracy. It will be of interest to researchers, academics, and students in the
fields of social mobilisation, social and economic history, industrial relations,
labour regulation, labour history, and employment relations.
This book traces the role of the UGTT (the Tunisian General Labour Union) during
Tunisia’s 2011 revolution and the transition period that ensued – Tunisia being
the Arab country where trade unionism was the strongest and most influential in
shaping the outcomes of the uprising. The UGTT; From its role as the cornerstone
of the nationalist movement in the colonial era, has always had a key place in
Tunisian politics: not so much a labour union but as an organisation that has
always linked social struggles to political and national demands. Examining the
role played by the UGTT in Tunisia's revolution and more generally in the
restructuring of the Tunisian political arena during the three years following the
popular uprising. This book asks searching questions such as; how did UGTT
interact with the popular uprising that led to the departure of Ben Ali? What was
the role played by the UGTT in the "political transition" leading to the adoption on
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January 26, 2014 of the first democratic constitution in the country’s history? How
successful was the UGTT in neutralizing the risk of self- implosion caused by the
different political and social crises? And what are the challenges that the UGTT
faces in the new political landscape? This volume will be of key reading interest to
scholars and researchers of social movements, labour movements, organizational
studies, political transitions and Arab revolutions and also likely to be of interest
to practitioners especially among activists, unionists and advocates within civil
society.
Here, Vladimir Unkovski-Korica re-assesses the key episodes of Tito's rule - from
the joint Stalin-Tito offensive of 1944, through to the Tito-Stalin split of 1948, the
market reforms of the 1950s and the 'turn to the West' which led to Yugoslavia's
non-alignment policy. For the first time, Unkovski-Korica also outlines Tito's
internal battle with the Workers' Councils - empowered union bodies which
emerged with the 'withering away of the party' in the early 1950s.The Economic
Struggle for Power in Tito's Yugoslavia draws out the impact of the period
economically and politically, and its long-term effects. A comprehensive history
based on new archival research, this book will appeal to scholars and students of
European Studies, International Relations and Politics, as well as to historians of
the Balkans.
What unites Google and Facebook, Apple and Microsoft, Siemens and GE, Uber
and Airbnb? Across a wide range of sectors, these firms are transforming
themselves into platforms: businesses that provide the hardware and software
foundation for others to operate on. This transformation signals a major shift in
how capitalist firms operate and how they interact with the rest of the economy:
the emergence of platform capitalism. This book critically examines these new
business forms, tracing their genesis from the long downturn of the 1970s to the
boom and bust of the 1990s and the aftershocks of the 2008 crisis. It shows how
the fundamental foundations of the economy are rapidly being carved up among a
small number of monopolistic platforms, and how the platform introduces new
tendencies within capitalism that pose significant challenges to any vision of a
post-capitalist future. This book will be essential reading for anyone who wants to
understand how the most powerful tech companies of our time are transforming
the global economy."
Little Lost Angel
Postal Workers and Industrial Relations
From Mobilization to Revolution
The Tunisian Case of UGTT
Insubordination and Resistance in Convict Australia, 1788-1860
The State, Popular Mobilisation and Gold Mining in Mongolia
Contemporary Issues in Work and Organisations

This book examines the work of Ernst Jünger and its effect on the development of Martin
Heidegger’s influential philosophy of technology. Vincent Blok offers a unique treatment of
Jünger’s philosophy and his conception of the age of technology, in which both world and man
appear in terms of their functionality and efficiency. The primary objective of Jünger’s novels and
essays is to make the transition from the totally mobilized world of the 20th century toward a world
in which a new type of man represents the gestalt of the worker and is responsive to this new age.
Blok proceeds to demonstrate Jünger’s influence on Heidegger’s analysis of the technological
age in his later work, as well as Heidegger’s conceptions of will, work and gestalt at the beginning of
the 1930s. At the same time, Blok evaluates Heidegger’s criticism of Jünger and provides a novel
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interpretation of the Jünger-Heidegger connection: that Jünger’s work in fact testifies to a
transformation of our relationship to language and conceptualizes the future in terms of the
Anthropocene. This book, which arrives alongside several new English-language translations of
Jünger’s work, will interest scholars of 20th-century continental philosophy, Heidegger, and the
history of philosophy of technology.
Mongolia’s mining sector, along with its environmental and social costs, have been the subject of
prolonged and heated debate. This debate has often cast the country as either a victim of the
‘resource curse’ or guilty of ‘resource nationalism’. In The State, Popular Mobilisation and
Gold Mining in Mongolia, Dulam Bumochir aims to avoid the pitfalls of this debate by adopting an
alternative theoretical approach. He focuses on the indigenous representations of nature,
environment, economy, state and sovereignty that have triggered nationalist and statist responses to
the mining boom. In doing so, he explores the ways in which these responses have shaped the
apparently ‘neo-liberal’ policies of twenty-first century Mongolia, and the economy that has
emerged from them, in the face of competing mining companies, protest movements, international
donor organizations, economic downturn, and local and central government policies.
Facing irreversible climate change, the planet is en route to apocalypse To understand the scale of
what faces us and how it ramifies through every corner of our lives is to marvel at our inaction. Why
aren’t we holding emergency meetings in every city, town and village every week? What is to be
done to create a planet where a communist horizon offers a new dawn to replace our planetary
twilight? What does it mean to be a communist after we have hit a climate tipping point? The
Tragedy of the Worker is a brilliant, stringently argued pamphlet reflecting on capitalism’s death
drive, the left’s complicated entanglements with fossil fuels, and the rising tide of fascism. In
response, the authors propose Salvage Communism, a programme of restoration and reparation that
must precede any luxury communism. They set out a new way to think about the Anthropocene.
The Tragedy of the Worker demands an alternative future—the Proletarocene—one capable of
repairing the ravages of capitalism and restoring the world.
In recent years immigration and the integration of migrants and minorities have become politicised
in public and policy debates in Britain, the rest of Europe and the United States. In such debates,
migrants are commonly treated as objects of politics and spoken in terms of management, national
interest, control and contention. This treatment has characterised not only policy makers and
politicians but also many academics. Existing scholarly research on migrants as subjects of politics is
limited and largely carried out through detached and structural approaches. These approaches have
focused on the institutional environments in which mobilisations develop. They have, however,
overlooked migrants’ conditions, experiences, subjectivities and practices as well as the focus of
their engagement. This volume contributes to the study of migrants’ mobilisation through
theoretically informed original empirical papers focusing on current forms and aspects of migrants
and minorities practices of citizenship in an engaged and people-centred manner. In particular, the
book addresses issues of change both in the forms assumed by migrants’ and minorities political
engagements and in the transformations these engagements produce as well as exclusion-inclusion
dynamics that migrants experience with regard to the political process and more generally. This
book was previously published as a special issue of Ethnic and Racial Studies.
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The Case for Economic Democracy
Shaping ‘Neoliberal’ Policies
By analysing the experience of Finland, Risto Alapuro shows how upheavals in
powerful countries shape the internal politics of smaller countries. This linkage, a highly
topical subject in the twenty-first century world, is concretely studied by putting the
abortive Finnish revolution of 1917-18 into a long historical and a broad comparative
perspective.
This publication sheds light on the magnitude of domestic work, a sector often
"invisible" behind the doors of private households and unprotected by national
legislation.The adoption of new international labour standards on domestic work
(Convention No. 189 and its accompanying Recommendation No. 201) by the ILO at its
100th International Labour Conference in June 2011 represents a key milestone on the
path to the realisation of decent work for domestic workers. This volume presents
national statistics and new global and regional estimates on the number of domestic
workers. It shows that domestic workers represent a significant share of the labour
force worldwide and that domestic work is an important source of wage employment for
women, especially in Latin America and Asia. It also examines the extent of inclusion or
exclusion of domestic workers from key working conditions laws. In particular, it
analyses how many domestic workers are covered by working time provisions,
minimum wage legislation and maternity protection. The results demonstrate that under
current national laws, substantial gaps in protection still remain. The volume concludes
with a summary of the main findings and a reflection on the relevance of the newly
adopted international standards to extend legal protection to domestic workers.
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